Executive Summary
According to a 2016 report by the CFED, more than half of Americans are locked out of traditional
lending markets because of their subprime credit score or lack of a credit score entirely.
Our obsession with credit scores has created an impossible system for consumers.
Families with low credit scores or limited credit histories are forced to seek liquidity from often
predatory lenders such as pawn shops, auto title lenders, and payday lenders. Credit scores can
also affect a person’s ability to rent a home, gain employment, or access student loans.
The current lending system has become too focused on trying to measure risk rather than on
developing strategies to mitigate that risk. Furthermore, the credit system attributes too much of the
risk to individual characteristics without also examining how the way in which the system is
structured may actually perpetuate or contribute to missed payments or default. Instead, we believe
that how a borrower’s environment is designed can increase the likelihood of repayment, regardless
of each individual’s credit risk. This way, we don’t have to push individuals with low credit scores to
use predatory lenders who lend at interest rates of upwards of 400%.
Getting access to good credit is not the only credit hurdle facing LMI households. As the PEW
Charitable Trusts reports, Americans have become more indebted than ever, with eight out of ten
Americans holding some form of debt. In addition, over 38% of households carry a credit card
balance, according to the Federal Reserve Board Survey of Consumer Finances. The average credit
card balance for these households is estimated to be over $16,000 by Value Penguin.
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We have placed a large burden on consumers. We expect them to be able to manage extremely
complex debt products like credit cards and mortgages without any guardrails set in place.
It’s amazing that people are able to budget at all if they have a variable 30-year mortgage, $30,000
in student loan debt, $15,000 in credit card debt, and have to plan for retirement where investment
returns are not guaranteed

What we are doing
Through our partnerships, we are working to improve access to credit for people underserved by
the existing lenders. In addition, we are helping people manage their current debt more efficiently in
hopes this may expedite their journey to financial well-being/stability. We tackled tough and
complex topics, including:
Increasing access to debt for LMI small businesses owners with Kiva U.S., a
provider of 0% interest loans.
Optimizing mortgage and long-term debt payments to reduce overall borrowing
costs with EarnUp.
Improving retention and successful completion rates of those going through
GreenPath’s debt management programs.
Leveraging employers to provide access to cheap short-term loans, thereby
reducing consumers’ reliance on predatory lenders.
To date, we launched two field experiments and one is set to launch in the coming month.

Our key insights
Through these partnerships, we learned several key insights including how to help people manage
their debt more efficiently.
Framing of loan product matters.
Through our work with EarnUp, we were able to increase interest in the product by
replacing “saving” - an inherently unappealing concept, with “earning.” This small
change led to a 59% increase in click-through-rates.
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Round up: The power of psychologically satisfying numbers.
Paying down debt is a slow game, especially if debt payments don’t exceed the
minimum amount required. By framing a prompt to overpay in terms of ‘rounding up’
your debt payment, we were able to increase the number of people who opted into
accelerating their repayment plan.
Non-monetary incentives can increase willingness to borrow.
Having the ability to borrow at 0% interest should be an inherently motivating appeal,
especially for small business owners. Yet, through our work with Kiva, we found that
non-monetary incentives, like adding a deadline or getting priority status, can increase
the number of completed applications.
Reward positive behavior.
Through our work with GreenPath and Kiva, we found that people respond to positive
reinforcement. Oftentimes we forget that rewarding positive behavior can be just as
effective (or more effective) than punishing negative behavior.
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PROJECT AT A GLANCE
PARTNER TYPE

NON-PROFIT

PROJECT TYPE

EXPERIMENT

PROJECT STATUS

DEVELOPMENT

GreenPath Financial Wellness is a nationwide, financial counseling nonprofit that works to empower
their clients to lead healthier financial lives. To achieve this, GreenPath offers a range of services in
addition to financial counseling, including a debt management plan (DMP). Our partnership with
GreenPath narrowed in on addressing two primary research questions:
How might we improve clients’ willingness to stick with their DMP after enrolling?
How might we help clients to follow through on their intentions to save?

Behavioral diagnosis
The team kicked off the partnership by holding a site visit and workshop, where the team narrowed
in on the key behaviors and held a mapping exercise to chart the client journey and to begin
thinking about behavioral barriers. GreenPath has subsequently infused the behavioral perspective
we presented into a range of new services across the organization.
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The research team also began the behavioral diagnosis by conducting interviews with staff and
sitting in with frontline staff, such as financial counselors and client success advocates, as they
interacted with clients. In total, we listened in to more than 30 counseling sessions or other
interactions with clients. The team additionally followed up with nine hour-long in-depth interviews
with DMP clients to better understand their day-to-day experiences with a debt management plan.

Key insights
Our diagnosis finds that DMP clients are nearly three times more likely to drop out within the first
year, most of which happens in the first six months, compared to any time afterwards. This suggests
that many have a difficult time adjusting their financial habits as they transition to the DMP. Yet,
there is a gap in communicating small wins and successes to clients during these months, and
clients often feel uncertain about their progress on the program.
Our diagnosis also suggests that clients incorrectly predict how difficult it will be to adjust to a DMP.
Many clients expect the DMP to be an easy fix, rather than something requiring them to change their
behavior. These expectations are set in part by the counselors and by the referring organization.
Also important is the fact that clients also use a number of heuristics to form their expectations,
such as their trust in GreenPath and the ratio of their debt to income.

Groceries
Transportation
Entertainment
Figure [14]: Percentage dropout rates by month of DMP clients.

Experiment
To address client retention among DMP clients, GreenPath and Common Cents have designed an
experiment focused on improving the transition to the program in the early months. Common Cents
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and GreenPath worked together to develop new messaging that both better set clients’ expectations
and sent more encouraging messages to clients at key points in the first six months. GreenPath will
send a new email to all clients, and will either email or call clients with pre-designed
messages as they cross key milestones. This intervention utilizes the principle of
goal-gradient theory to provide clients with a signal of
their progress towards financial well-being.
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Figure [15]: Illustration of GreenPath experiment.

Our approach

The experiment will run for six months, and will be driven by
GreenPath, with Common Cents conducting the final data
analysis. Common Cents will also continue to explore
GreenPath administrative data. Additionally, there are
opportunities to explore how individuals conceptualize and make use of financial wellness services.
GreenPath aims to move towards a more proactive approach to encouraging financial health.
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This includes changing how some existing services are offered and developing new services
entirely. As GreenPath makes this transition, Common Cents will remain involved to advise on how to
incorporate behavioral insights.

Additional findings from the data
As part of the diagnostic work, Common Cents has and continues to analyze administrative data
provided by GreenPath. For example, we often talk about friction costs having an impact on people’s
willingness to take up a product. Equally important, though, is how difficult a person thinks a
process will be; the data indicates that individuals use a number of heuristics to form these
expectations.
For example, one heuristic is their overall level of debt. Among GreenPath DMP clients, people with
high or low amounts of debt seem to have experiences that are in line with their expectations,
meaning they appropriately anticipated having to adjust their behavior. However, individuals with
medium levels of debt seem to have expectations like lower-debt clients, but experiences that are
closer to high-debt clients. This mismatch in expectations may make the DMP seem more difficult,
thus significantly increasing dropouts among members of this group.
Secondly, the data offered insights into just how important staff are in setting the expectations for
clients. Common Cents looked at how counselor experience affected retention among DMP clients.
This analysis suggests that less experienced counselors may not be as effective at describing the
DMP and setting the new client up for success. However, as counselors interact with more clients,
their ability to better expectations improves. Even holding other factors that predict DMP success,
such as a client’s debt total or income, counselor experience significantly increases retention
among clients. This finding potentially translates to other kinds of products and services – even
beyond making sure a program fits the needs of the client, how providers framing it in such a way
that best sets client expectations is an important consideration for their long-term success on the
program.
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For a large share of Americans, housing costs are a severe burden. In 2014, the total number of
households using more than 30% of their income for housing increased to 40 million, with almost
20% of households using more than 50% of their income to pay for housing costs.
To address this financial burden, we partnered with fin-tech startup EarnUp to help Americans pay
off their home mortgages faster and increase long-term savings. EarnUp has built software that
intelligently syncs users’ income and expenses. This expense-matching software helps users save
thousands of dollars on debt interest reduce loan term by over five years, avoid default, and build
net worth faster.
Through this partnership, we became interested in understanding the following questions:
What makes saving on a mortgage payment appealing?
How can we get people to increase their loan payments?
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Behavioral diagnosis
We conducted a full behavioral diagnosis of EarnUp’s current sign up process, led in-depth
interviews with the leadership team, and managed a data analysis of users’ current payment
patterns.

Key insights
Our behavioral diagnosis led us to two key insights:
We found that some customers were already paying more than their required
mortgage payment.
A large percentage of these users were overpaying because they rounded their
mortgage payment to the nearest $5 or $10. Behavioral insights have consistently
shown the strong tendency of households to use heuristics to simplify financial
matters. Rounding is one heuristic found to be useful for LMI households as an easier
alternative to complex budgeting.

Experiment I
The team kicked off the partnership by trying to understand what drives people to save money on a
mortgage payment. Given that EarnUp offers borrowers a very appealing saving opportunity, why
isn’t everyone with a mortgage jumping to sign up?
Our hypothesis was that while “saving money” should be appealing, it is not nearly as appealing as
“earning money.” We tested this hypothesis by making a slight language adjustment to EarnUp’s
online advertising materials. By reframing the value proposition from “save money on a mortgage”
to “earn money back from a mortgage,” we were able to increase click-through-rates on their online
ads by 59%.
This low-cost intervention, based on behavioral principles, helped drive new users to EarnUp. Based
on this research, the company changed their name. Prior to the research study, the company was
named APASave. After the research was conducted, the company changed their name to EarnUp.

Experiment II
Our next experiment focused on our second question: How can we get people to increase their loan
payments?
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Given the combined insights from EarnUp’s data and existing literature on rounding, we wanted to
test if prompting people to round to psychologically satisfying numbers could cause people to
overpay more than simply telling them to overpay.
We used a simple A/B email test and sent emails to a random selection of 3000 of EarnUp’s active
user base. These users were split into two conditions, a rounding condition and a control group.
In both conditions, participants received an email that told them how much the average EarnUp
customer saves when they overpay their loan, their next payment amount, and a message asking
them to contact EarnUp to start overpaying.
Both emails were identical, except that participants in the rounding condition were prompted to
round up their monthly payments, while participants in the control condition were simply prompted
to overpay. Participants could either reply to the email or call a phone number to increase their
monthly payment.
Increasing the number of people who overpay on their mortgage payments, no matter how small,
will have significant impact on their users’ loan term, interest payment, and overall borrowing costs.
To put this into context, according to the Federal Housing Finance Agency, as of November 2016, the
average mortgage amount for a new loan was $312,700 at a 30-year-fixed interest rate of 3.76%. If a
borrower paid just an extra $25 a month on this loan, they will save over $7,000 dollars and pay off
their mortgage a full year sooner.

A SIMPLE PROMPT TO INCREASE
YOUR REGULAR PAYMENTS
INFLUENCED 10% OF PEOPLE TO
MAKE A CHANGE.

In reality, our intervention produced a similar result. We compared the number of people who opted
to increase their loan payments in the “over pay” and “round up” conditions. Across both conditions
amount 10% of people who read our email indicated that they wanted to increase their payment.
This represents the high latent demand for debt acceleration. A simple prompt to increase your
regular payments influenced 10% of people to make a change.
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Comparing the two conditions, the “round up” framing increased the number of people who
opted in by 3.1% over the “over pay” condition. There was no difference between the dollar
amount that people increased their payment. The average user who increased their monthly
payment, did so by approximately $60 per month.

“ROUND UP” FRAMING INCREASED
THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO
OPTED IN BY 3.1%
We used data provided by EarnUp to calculate the average size, interest rate, and remaining loan
size of their users. Using these numbers to approximate, we estimate that we saved the average
EarnUp user about $8,000 over the life of their loan. That is approximately $1,300,000 in interest
saved for users who opted to round up or overpay in our experiment. Perhaps most impressive of all
- 86% of people who opted to overpay had never previously committed to overpaying on their loans.
These consumers are now on a new automated path to savings and financial well being.
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Kiva U.S. crowdfunds interest-free loans to small businesses in the United States. Kiva U.S.
approached Common Cents Lab and asked how they could increase the number of potential
borrowers who complete the funding process.

Behavioral diagnosis
To diagnose this problem, we conducted an in-depth review of each step of the application process.
In addition, we analyzed conversation rate data at each step of the application process to
understand where the key barriers existed.

Key insights
Through our behavioral diagnosis, we found a number of key insights that could be boiled down to
one key concept: the application process was filled with unnecessary barriers.
To qualify for a loan, applicants must fill out eight pages of information. This includes detailed
information about the business’ revenue and accounting, a picture of the business, and social media
information about the business. This is obviously a multi-step setup process, and it results in many
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small businesses starting the application, but failing to complete it, leading to a low conversion rate
of just 20%.

Our approach
Our behavioral diagnosis led us to one key question: How could we increase the likelihood that an
applicant completes the application and gets access to a 0% interest loan?
It’s possible that an applicant might start the application and realize that they want to take time to
diligently fill it out while carefully considering each step. Maybe they even want to have other
people review their application before formally submitting it.
On the other hand, it’s also possible that an applicant might start the application and stop, believing
they will have more free time in the future. This is called time discounting. The perceived cost
associated with our effort diminishes when the task gets farther in the future. Of course, that time in
the future never comes. They continue to procrastinate which results in never completing an
application at all.
To understand which of these scenarios was actually happening, our team proposed adding a
deadline to the application process. If the process required a small business owner to invest
significant amounts of time, then adding a deadline should decrease the number of applicants.
People just won’t have time to fill out the forms and they would miss the cutoff date. However, if
people instead forget to complete it or are procrastinating, the deadline may be a helpful way to
clarify their thoughts, create an action plan and complete the application.
To test these alternative hypotheses, we created a short email experiment. Applicants received one
of two emails: one with a deadline and one without.
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Control

Experiment

24% MORE
COMPLETED
APPLICATIONS
THAN THE
CONTROL. 12%
MORE SMALL
BUSINESS OWNERS
RECEIVING A 0%
INTEREST LOAN

Figure [16]: Screenshot of emails sent to loan applicants.

The results were clear: the experiment condition received
24% more completed applications than the control. Our
experiment resulted in at least 12% more small business
owners receiving a 0% interest loan.
These results suggest that these new Kiva U.S.
customers didn’t require significant amounts of time to
complete the application; they just hadn’t prioritized it.
For our next test, the Kiva U.S. team
incentivized even earlier completion by
pairing a new, earlier deadline with a
benefit. By submitting the Kiva loan
application a week before the final
deadline, applicants would move to the
front of the line. Instead of punishing
lateness, this intervention rewards the
early bird.
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Figure [17]: Screenshot of revamped email.
By including two deadlines and rewarding good behavior,

WE WERE ABLE TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF COMPLETED
APPLICATIONS BY 26% OVER JUST HAVING ONE DEADLINE.
The majority of tasks we procrastinate on are usually high in immediate costs, but low in immediate
benefits, thus making them unattractive in the short run. This additional benefit may have helped
make the task of applying become more attractive and thus less likely to be in danger of
procrastination.
These small changes will help hundreds of qualified borrowers achieve their small business dreams
by getting access to good credit. Our small interventions led to over $190,000 in additional credit to
LMI small business owners, 80% of whom are women and minorities.
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